Japan’s industry mobilizes to construct a greener future
As two industries responsible for a large portion of global carbon emissions, the construction and energy sectors have been compelled
to rethink their modus operandi. In Japan,
construction and energy companies have responded by implementing sustainable business
practices as the Nippon nation looks to lead
the way towards a greener future.
“Our company, and the Japanese construction industry as a whole, is at a turning
point,” says Hirotaka Takamatsu, President
of Takamatsu Construction Group – a company whose sustainability drive is focused on
the refurbishment, maintenance and renewal
of existing buildings, as well as the switch
to renewable energy sources such as wind,
solar and biomass.
“We used to focus on building new condominiums, however we are now more focused
on how to rehabilitate and refurbish existing
buildings. We want to add value to these
buildings and make them more sustainable,
before selling them to a third party.”
In 2020, one of Japan’s leading construction contractors with 160 years of history,
Sato Kogyo made a commitment to Japan’s
Minsitry of Environment to become an ‘Ecoirst com n test ment to the ﬁrm s com
mitment to a greener business model. “Our
Eco-First targets will be our contribution to a

carbon-neutral society by way of CO2 emission
reductions,” says president Hiroshi Heima.
“These targets will directly contribute to the
achievement of the U.N. Sustainable Development
Goals and help solve ESG challenges. An example
o our s eciﬁc e orts i e the uti i tion o
hybrid-type construction machinery to reduce
CO2 emissions at the construction site, and the
use of environmentally friendly design technology
i e
s ero ener
ui in s or
ero
ener housin
s r eim
ho so
points to Sato Kogyo’s investments in renewable
energy projects, including solar and hydropower.
When it comes to carbon capture, usage and
stor e
techno o
i on i
s
or tion
is e in the
in
the energy industry. “There is a strong need to
reduce the carbon intensity of fossil fuel power
generation. CCS/CCUS technology is one of the
major ways in which this can be achieved,” says
resi ent oshi
h r
e no th t
we can accumulate and store CO2 in the seabed
roun
n
e ou i e to re i e
the storage of CO2 underwater, and by 2050, we
would like to expand this business further. In order
to carry out and expand CCS/CCUS, we need to
ﬁrst reco er 2 tr ns ort it n ﬁn
store
it. These are the three steps that are required.”
In the renewable energy sector, meanwhile,
ene
e
n
is mon the st n out

players in the Japanese market. Katsuhito Manabe decided to establish the company following
the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster in a bid to
reduce Japan’s dependence on nuclear energy.
is c roun n e erience in ﬁn nce h s
enabled RJ to develop a unique end-to-end service offering in Japan. “From EPC (engineering,
rocurement n construction to ﬁn ncin
asset management, and O&M (operations and
m inten nce this is uni ue mo e in the
Japanese renewable energy market,” says Mr.
Manabe, who serves as the company’s president.
“So far, RJ has developed or acquired 185 renewable energy power plants with a total capacity
of 887 MW. In addition, we have been entrusted
with 238 O&M projects totaling 1,140 MW.”
nese cr ne s eci ist en i o in s h s
also been playing its part in the green energy
revolution as a comprehensive platform provider
for wind power plants. “We must focus on alternative types of renewable energy sources. Japan
has no natural resources, so wind power has become a frontrunner with the greatest potential,”
s s en i resi ent s to emur ho sees
particular potential in offshore wind farms. “We
are aware that the Japanese government has
turned its attention to wind power too and we
ee th t our com n h s stren th in this ﬁe
If Japan can successfully harness the power of
wind, it can truly become energy independent.”

The creation of a safe and prosperous society
through social infrastructure development
By way of continuous R&D, Dainichi Consultant combines experience and know-how
with cutting-edge technologies to deliver innovative and sustainable solutions.

“We want to create new
ideas and content that
contribute to the wellbeing of society.”
Ichihashi Masahiro, President
& Representative Director,
Dainichi Consultant Inc.
Based in Gifu, Japan, Dainichi
Consultant has been providing
professional engineering services
since it was founded in 1952,
and over the last half-century, it
has had to adapt to the changing demands in the Japanese
construction industry.
“Ever since the Sasago Tunnel
collapse in 2012, people in Japan
have been more aware of the aging infrastructure,” says company
president Ichihashi Masahiro. “We
must rethink maintenance and reir s e ﬁcient n e ecti e

s ossi e rioriti in cti ities
within the limited resources.”
“Japan is particularly vulnerable
to natural disasters because of its
climate and topography. We have
provided the services of disaster
response and prevention on roads,
bridges, and slopes, as well as innovative solutions such as the ‘LIRIS
technique’, which uses IoT sensors
to remotely monitor the movement
of damaged bridges and slopes.”
For the international market,
DAINICHI has participated in JICA
and ADB-funded projects and es-

t ishe
i ison o ﬁce in n i in
2021 for business expansion overseas. “We would like to provide our
know-how and innovative solutions
overseas on the maintenance and
management of road infrastructure
and disaster response and prevention. For this purpose, we are looking for partnerships overseas.”
Lastly, Mr. Masahiro has a clear
vision for the future of creating new
ideas and content, built on human
development. Following its management philosophy, DAINICHI
seeks to enhance its values by placing sustainability management at
the core of its corporate activities
and aims to continue to take on the
challenge of SDGs.
“We can achieve our plan by
improving the capabilities of each
employee, our staff being the essence of the company and driving
force behind the business, as we
continue pursuing SDGs.”

Virtual Reality Image of Gyojin Bridge

Remote Monitoring Device on
Bridge Pier

Disaster response on National
Highway No. 41

www.dainichi-consul.co.jp/en

Sanshin Corporation partnering up to
provide quality ground improvement
With the world rapidly urbanizing, the need for reliable ground improvement services is
growing and Sanshin Corporation is ready to fulfill this demand.
nshin or or tion ho conﬁrms
that there is “still demand for new
construction, mostly focused on
redevelopment and rehabilitation
projects, especially in urban areas
such as roads and railways.”

“Our business
strategy focuses on
the development of
new technologies and
conveying that to our
customers and clients.”
Junichi Yamazaki,
President, Sanshin Corporation
“Our strategy is to provide our special
geotechnical services to the market
in which our technology is helpful,”
says Junichi Yamazaki, President of

CPG work on an airport runway
For about 70 years, Sanshin has
ro en its success in rious ﬁe s
especially with its urban-focused
unique technologies, but arguablynone more so than its Compaction
Grouting (CPG) method.
“Since we imported it from the
U.S., CPG technology has been developing as a liquefaction countermeasure of existing facilities

in Japan,” Mr. Yamazaki explains.
“CPG is one of the default solutions
to prevent liquefaction disasters on
airport runways and can now be
utilized without interrupting airport
services. This has been the project
with the biggest impact on us.”
A constant need to assess the
s eciﬁc re uirements o
ro ect
ri es the inno tion to ﬁn so utions, says the president.

V-JET project in Thailand
“We’re tackling ground improvement challenges involving
jet grout and permeation chemical
grout techniques to apply to MRT
projects in Southeast Asia. The

V-JET project in Austria
projects require better and more
reliable geotechnical proposals under highly complicated situations.”
V-JET technology is another area
in which Sanshin has demonstrated
a competitive advantage. “We’ve got
a technical alliance with an Austrian
company, who were really fascinated
by our V-JET technology, and that
has seen it spread across Europe.“
Further overseas expansion remains a key target, and with automation ste s su ortin e ﬁciencies the
next generation will be well placed to
continue in the company’s success.
“I would say that customers
choose us for our unique technology and the reliability that we
provide,” concludes Mr. Yamazaki.

www.sanshin-corp.co.jp/

Tenox Kyusyu: Specialists in Ground Improvement Works
Thanks to Tenox Kyusyu’s well-developed technology coupled with its intricate knowledge of geology, the company
has uniquely navigated the changes in the ground improvement sector.
Koji Matsuo, President of Tenox
Kyusyu, a company specializing
in foundation work, emphasizes
the importance of “Shokunin” (or
“craftsmanship”) for the continued
success o the ﬁrm
chiner n
automation come second,” he says.

His priority is to nurture and impart
the values and integrity of craftsmanship to the younger generation.
That is not, however, to disregard the importance of digital
technologies and digital transformation (DX). Indeed, digitization
has enabled the
com n to ﬁn
solutions to problems with increasing effectiveness
n e ﬁcienc
Having archived data from
the past three
decades accessible at the touch
of a button will
ensure that any
potential issues
can be quickly
resolved. “If you
ask me for a speciﬁc oc tion in
the Kyushu region of Japan), I
can tell you what

“If one encounters a geotechnical
problem in ground improvement
works, we have a solution. This is
one of our strengths, and part of
our potential for the future.”
Koji Matsuo, President,
Tenox Kyusyu Co., Ltd.
the ground composition is,” Mr.
Matsuo states.
In-depth knowledge of geology
and complex geotechnical behavior
of the ground goes hand-in-hand
with technology. In rare cases,
standard technical methodologies
i e
ie ithout reﬁnement
or improvement to address the
complexity of the differing ground
conditions. In response, Tenox Kyusyu has researched the ‘TenoColumn’ method to amalgamate
technology and craftsmanship
or more e ecti e n e ﬁcient
ground improvement, going beyond standard methodologies.

The use of such ground-breaking technology has enabled Tenox
Kyusyu to be the leading ground
improvement company in Japan,
while overseas it has established a
ﬁrm ootho in the ietn m outh
Korea and Singapore markets.
Moving forward, Tenox Kyusyu
will advance with the value of
“Shokunin” and continue with
the research and development
of its refined technology to raise
the standard of ground improvement works.
www.tnx.co.jp

Sato Kogyo: Total project excellence
With 160 years of history, Sato Kogyo continues to provide top-quality construction
not only in Japan, but also in Singapore and other Southeast Asian countries.

“Based on our guiding
philosophy of ‘total
project excellence’,
we strive to enhance
customer satisfaction,
build safe, secure and
comfortable spaces, and
develop high-quality
social infrastructure.”
Hiroshi Heima,
President,
Sato Kogyo Co., Ltd.
www.satokogyo.co.jp
A Company that celebrates its
160th anniversary this year, Sato
Kogyo is one of Japan’s leading
construction contractors.. Boasting eight branches across the
country, as well as international
offices in Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Cambodia, the Firm
applies its guiding principle ‘total
project excellence’ to a wide range
of building and civil engineering
projects both at home and abroad.
e h e si niﬁc nt e erience
in commercial and institutional
buildings, and constructions for industrial sectors such as bioscience,
pharmaceutical, aerospace, data
centers and semiconductors,” Sato
Kogyo president Hiroshi Heima
says. “In civil engineering, we have
a commendable record in infrastructure such as bridges, viaducts
and tunnels. We’ve demonstrated
our ability to deliver fast-track,
large-scale, technically demanding
and high-quality projects.”
Sato Kogyo’s growing global
presence has seen its overseas business rise to about 25% of total
sales volume. The Company is particularly active in Singapore, where
it began working half a century ago.

“One of our competitive advantages
in Singapore and other Southeast
Asian markets is our 50-year history of business operation and our
proven track record,” Mr. Heima
says. “Thanks to our dedication to
meeting the timeline and strong
belief in completing projects successfully, we’ve gained the trust of
our customers in Singapore and
elsewhere in Southeast Asia.
“Our history in Singapore began
with the Benjamin Sheares Bridge,
the gateway to the Central Business
District of Singapore, a unique and
interesting bridge. We’ve had several bridge and viaduct projects in Singapore and have built approximately
10% of the total line length and
numbers of stations respectively
for Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit
rail network. Meanwhile, one of our
prized projects is probably the data
centers we built for an American IT
company in the west of Singapore.
he ﬁrst ui in
s com ete
in 2013 and was followed by three
more ith the ﬁn one com ete
in 2021, making this client the operator of the largest hyperscale data
centers in Singapore.”
Sato Kogyo’s work in Singapore
is prize-winning: in June 2022,
the Firm received the 5th Japan
Construction International Award
by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism
(MLIT) for the projects of Bedok
North Station, Mattar Station,
Bencoolen Station and associated
tunnels in the Mass Rapid Transit
Downtown Line 3 at 43 meters below ground level. Bencoolen Station
is the deepest underground station
ever built in the country.
As it looks to the future, Sato
Kogyo is stepping up its use of technologies such as building information modeling (BIM). This process
is key to overcoming the growing
shortfall in available skilled workers
in Japan, caused by the country’s
aging, declining population. “We’re
working on shifting our reliance
onto machinery and computerized
systems instead of human engineering,” Mr. Heima explains. “In some
projects, we use BIM to reduce
required manpower on site.”
Opened in February this year,
Sato Kogyo’s new Technology cen-

ter is central to this evolution. Fueled by renewable energy sources
such as solar and geothermal
power, the facility in Tsukuba also
re ects the om n s commitment to sustainability. “Compared
to typical buildings of the same
scale, we’re running with only 22%
of the energy that would otherwise
be required,” Mr. Heima reveals.
In 2020, Sato Kogyo’s dedication to a greener future led to its
declaration as an ‘Eco-First’ company in collaboration with Japan’s
Ministry of the Environment. “This
declaration is raising awareness
among our staff that they are
members of an environmentally
advanced company,” Mr. Heima
says. “Our ‘Eco-First’ targets are
to contribute to a zero-carbon
society by way of CO2 emission
reduction, a recycling society
by way of waste reduction and
a symbiotic society by way of

Technology center
biodiversity conservation and to
promote environmentally friendly
behavior by our staff.
“These targets will directly
contribute to the achievement of
the U.N.’s Sustainable Development o s mon the s eciﬁc
examples of our efforts are the
utilization of hybrid-type construction machinery, by which we can
reduce CO2 emissions at construction sites, and the implementation
of environmentally friendly design
concepts like zero-energy buildings
and zero-energy housing, through
which we can enhance energy-saving performance and reduce CO2.”

“We would like to
export our expertise
and technological
know-how in disaster
prevention to global
markets.”
Hirotaka Takamatsu,
President, Takamatsu
Construction Group Co., Ltd.

The synergetic force driving a competitive
group of companies

Sustainability, DX and global expansion are key targets at Takamatsu Construction Group (TCG), whose 19
companies combine to form a market-leading supplier of construction, civil engineering and real estate services.
Founded in 1917, TCG has grown
into an organization comprising
19 companies that work together
to deliver industry-leading excellence across four business areas:
architecture, civil engineering, real
estate and wooden detached housing. The group, which since 2000

Three-story Pagoda of Nachisan
Seiganto-ji Temple/Kongo Gumi
has enjoyed a notable period of
expansion as part of a concerted
M&A strategy, is led by two core
companies: TCG, which constructs
a range of residential, commercial
and institutional buildings; and
Asunaro Aoki Construction, which

specializes both in architecture and
civil engineering projects such as
dams, tunnels and bridges.
“The basic foundation of our
M&A strategy began with Aoki
Corporation, who went out of
business,” TCG president Hirotaka Takamatsu says. “We then acquired Mirai Construction, which
also went out of business. These
were great opportunities for us.
“Later, we began acquiring companies that were not bankrupt, but
that we thought were interesting
or could create strong synergy
in our group. In other cases, we
acquired family-owned businesses
which didn’t have a successor and
were in trouble. We’re a public
company with values that have

Sakuto Mega Solar Power Plant
(Asunaro Aoki Construction)
continued over 100 years, so we
would like to support companies
who share our values.”

transfer of knowledge from skilled
workers to unskilled workers,” Mr.
Takamatsu says. “The introduction
of software and hardware such as
robotics and drawing technology,
as well as the adoption of IoT, are
our initial improvement targets.”
Apricale Nerima Apartment
(Takamatsu Corporation)
A key value at TCG is a commitment to sustainability, illustrated by
the group’s efforts to maximize the
lifespan of bulidings. “The Japanese
construction industry is at a turning point,” Mr. Takamatsu explains.
“Whereas ‘scrap and build’ used to be
the predominant trend, now it’s more
about maintaining and refurbishing
existing buildings and infrastructure.”
He adds: “Takamatsu Corporation offers construction that’s
15% more earthquake-resistant
than construction law requires.
Asunaro Aoki Construciton’s antiseismic friction dampers account
for a lot of the percentage.”
DX is also a chief focus at TCG
– particularly as Japan’s aging
population leads to a skilled labor shortage. “The introduction
of digital tools will greatly aid the

Anti-seismic Friction Dampers
(Asunaro Aoki Construction)
As TCG would like to work with
global partners in its DX drive – for
example, collaborating with a Californian company to adopt 3D printing
on its construction sites – the ﬁrm
is also looking abroad to expand its
sales reach, with the U.S. a major objective. “We would like to export our
expertise and technological knowhow in disaster prevention to global
markets,” Mr. Takamatsu says.
www.takamatsu-cg.co.jp/eng

Creating the ideal living environment
in homes across Japan and beyond
A company that turns 60 in 2023, Nissho is a go-to building materials and home
renovations company that specializes in market-leading screen doors and windows.
use them. They’re very convenient
and hard to deteriorate so that
makes the product last-longer.
That’s our number-one advantage
when compared to conventional
products from other companies.”
Meanwhile, Nissho also provides
Roll-type screen door
a wide portfolio of general renovaSpecializing in the use of aluminum, tion services, revamping anything
Nissho has established itself as one from kitchens, to bathrooms, to
home exteriors. “Buildings are exo
ns e in home ui in
materials producers since 1963. A periencing a wave of renovations,”
company with 25 branches across Mr. Watanabe says.
nh s
is rit o tem
the country, it offers particular expertise in the manufacture and in- peratures. For example, Hokkaido is
stallation of screen doors
known for its snow, so peoand windows found in
ple need a product that can
households nationwide.
protect their house from
“Our presentation
the severe temperatures.
screen products are
In Okinawa in the south, on
roll-type,” President Mathe other hand, it’s a lot of
typhoons so cussaaki Watanabe extomer’s needs
plains. “They can
are different.
be rolled out any Inner window: equipment to
They want prodtime you’d like to
protect against the heat

ucts to protect the house from
wind and rain. So, Nissho can help
customers to u ﬁ their nee s n
live a comfortable life by making a
precious home last longer.”

“Monozukuri is the
re son h
nese
companies make such
high-quality products.”
Masaaki Watanabe,
President, Nissho Inc.

Sliding shutter door
Nissho embraces monozukuri, the
nese ri e or m nu cturin
perfection; listening to the customer
is key to this pursuit, Mr. Watanabe
stresses. “Monozukuri is the reason
h
nese com nies m e
such high-quality products. If people
come to us ith nee s th t ont ﬁt

a product we’ve already introduced,
this gives us a lot of energy and we
try to come up with new solutions
to satisfy their requirements.”
Nissho is now also present in
Thailand, and is targeting further
expansion in Southeast Asia.

www.nissho-grp.co.jp

Born in Canada, raised in Japan
With its know-how and experience of imported Canadian lumber and wooden building
construction, SELCO HOME is quietly helping to change the image of wooden houses in Japan.
Over 60 years in business, SELCO
HOME began supplying imported
homes in the mid-1990s, choosing
Canada as a partner because of its
advanced technologies in wooden
housing construction and commitment to the circular economy.

House that survived being hit by
the tsunami in 2011
A fruitful collaboration has since
seen SELCO import both Canadian
building materials and housing
technology, before customizing
them to ﬁt ith
nese re ion
characteristics and culture.
SELCO has been recognized
as the No. 1 Canadian imported
house su ier in
n
n in
e en ent m r et rese rch ﬁrm
n s resu t een o ﬁci
con

Show home in Kanazawa
gratulated for this achievement by
the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo.
As well as helping the company
to avoid some of the logistical issues associated with the COVID-19
pandemic, dealing directly with suppliers has enabled SELCO to keep its
prices fair in the face of rising costs.
The quality of the group’s product, meanwhile, has never been in
doubt. Company president Takashi
r moto e
ins
hen
n
was experiencing its economic
boom, a lot of wooden houses
were built. These have deteriorated over the years, with many
that were built 30 or 40 years ago
in poor condition today.”
SELCO is doing more than most
to rectify the image of wooden

homes in the country. “We can
guarantee that our homes will have
a life cycle of at least 50 to 60
years as long as they are properly
maintained,” Mr. Aramoto adds.
With a much longer average
i e c c e th n
nese oo
en houses, SELCO’s imported
homes also stand out for their
high durability when confronted

“When it comes to
earthquakes and natural
disasters, our houses are
capable of withstanding
even the harshest
seismic activity.”
Takashi Aramoto, President,
Selco Home, Co., Ltd.

Show home in Fukuoka
with natural disasters. Almost
none of the company’s houses,
or inst nce ere si niﬁc nt
damaged in recent earthquakes
in Niigata or Kumamoto; some
even survived being directly hit
by the tsunami in 2011.

As for the future, Mr. Aramoto’s
goals are clear. “I want our company to be known as one that
can do anything with wood,” he
says. “I want to be remembered
as somebody that was a ‘wood
solutions producer’.”

https://selcohome.jp

IHI Transport Machinery: Transport as a service
As transport undergoes digital transformation, IHI Transport Machinery is driving
innovation by creating value through novel technology.

“If products and
in orm tion on t mo e
ue isn t cre te
Koichi Murakami,
resi ent
r ns ort
chiner o t
he si niﬁc nce o tr ns ort h s
never been more keenly felt across
all sectors than in recent years, and
the in ustr is no un er oin si
niﬁc nt i it tr ns orm tion
One of the companies driving
this ch n e is
nese ﬁrm
Transport Machinery. Founded in
1973, the company is an innovator in its ﬁe cre tin
ns

net or o interconnecte e ices
and people to create value.
he ro ucts cre te
including bulk handling systems
and mechanical and ramp parking
systems, create value not only for
the customer ut so or i er
society. Energy-saving EV charging
s stems n utom te i c im
ing crane operations are examples
o ho the com n is e er in

Jib climbing cranes
ﬁrst hi h rise construction cr ne
and mechanical parking lot. The
com n s success is se on its
ability to combine cutting-edge
techno o
ith n un erst n in
of customer and societal needs.
is em r cin i it tr ns
formation, pushing the transport
m chiner in ustr into
or
here
s re utom tic
parked and charged in digitized
parking lots. This parking system
i thin n ct or oth c r
n
r in ot o ners usin

o er

r in s stems

Continuous ship unloaders
IoT and digital transformation to
contribute to a more sustainable
society. As company president
Koichi Murakami says: “Sociallyconscious
m n ement ith
even stronger governance has become more im ort nt th n e er
h s ho istic ie on the
transport industry, understanding
that every stage at a construction
or logistics site – from unloading,
transporting, and lifting products –
is connecte hi e its Omotenashi
spirit places a focus on after-care
service. The company is continuing
to expand, especially in the Southeast Asian market, and its customers feel the value of the move into
the or o tr ns ort s ser ice

iu co

en ish

Japan Uniflow opening doors to
a wealth of opportunities
Founded in 1965, the company is a market-leading manufacturer of swing, sliding
and roll-up doors, as well as products such as strip curtains.
ctories stores
rehouses n
many other settings.

“Our goal is to not only
target mass products,
but also those that
nobody else is making,
therefore cementing our
position as a leader in the
in ustr or inno tion
Sayumi Ishibashi, President,
n ni o
o t
se in o o
n ni o is
the o to m nu cturer o s in
sliding and roll-up doors used in

Smoother (RX-2)
mon ni o s m or stren ths
is its commitment to delivering its
high-quality, made-to-order doors
ithin ﬁ e
s o st rtin ro uc
tion. “When it comes to turnaround
times e re n in ustr e er
says president Sayumi Ishibashi.
Marrying quality and speed requires expert craftsmanship and
supply-chain management, Ms.
Ishibashi stresses. A focus on domestic procurement is also key

ur m in ro ucts re our s in
and high-speed roll-up doors. For
those e nee to e re
to o
so e m e sure the m teri s e
use re
nese ro uce
ni o s hi h s ee oors he
to control environmental factors
such as temperature, dust, insects
n humi it – n the ﬁrm so
manufactures curtain-type par-

Example of use at a convenience
store
titions for this purpose. For example, its strip curtains cover refrigerated supermarket displays.

m rt s in
in oor
co ore sheet
(SCG-3)
“They keep the cold air in and save
ener
s shi shi e
ins
com n ith ro ucts so
in ne r
countries ni o h s
overseas locations in Shanghai and
in ore – ith the tter r
ticularly important to its internation ims ur in ore o ﬁce
s est ishe to ﬁn
rtners
so e c n se our ro ucts n
understand the different rules each
countr h s
s shi shi s s
While COVID-19 has affected this
ri e its no mo in c into e r
she notes or inst nce our i n
ese partner displayed our product at
tr in sho n theres nother
sho in i n in ecem er

uni o co

Wastewater treatment for a
sustainable world

Through its proprietary turbo blowers, TOHIN INDUSTRY is able to achieve a 20%
reduction in energy costs for industrial wastewater and sewage facilities.
o er the st e
ec es s
well as to the current accelerated economic growth in China
thanks to its recent expansion
in the country.

“We will continue to
contri ute to societ
n reser e the n tur
en ironment throu h our
m nu cturin cti ities
Yasushi Hamazaki, President,
o t
As Japan’s largest manufacturer o rot r
ne o er e ui
ment
h s contri ute to
the e e o ment o the coun
tr s en ironment n in ustr

ohin n ustr he

o ers so ro i e critic
sust in e so ution
ur m inst tur o o ers
re uce ener use
out
n contri ute to re uction
in o
emissions s s
sushi
m
i resi ent o
urrent there re out
se
e tre tment
nts
in Japan, and their running cost is

u rters

he com n s rot r
ne
o ers h e een use or o er
50 years for aeration of onsite wastewater treatment for
oth in ustri
n communit
ro ects
ith n est ishe
production of more than 4 milion units n time o
o
energy and climate crisis, the

ur o

o er

tri ion en
o this mount
is the cost o e ectricit the
resi ent oints out

ot r
ne
Blower
e c n re uce e ectricit
costs
e c n chie e
a significant cost reduction of
out
i ion en ue to
the ener s in e ect this
initi cost c n e reco ere
in t o to i e e rs so e re
con ince th t our ro ucts re
cost e ecti e n t the s me
time re t
ene it societ
re ucin
emissions
n the uture outhe st si
n i n
ric i so nee to
ui
n im ro e their
ste
water treatment systems as
well, says the president. “At that
time ust s the
has done in Japan and China, we
i continue to contri ute to
societ throu h m nu cturin

www.tohin.co.jp

Kyowa Kikoh: Supporting the demands of
an ever-growing construction industry
Through its unique welding technology, Kyowa Kikoh is looking to cater to the varying
needs of its customers.
Founded in 1979, Japanese company Kyowa Kikoh, a specialist in
high-end welding and experts in
industrial and construction machines, knows the importance
of putting its customers first
and ensuring that their needs
are listened to, understood, and
responded to directly. And one
s eciﬁc nee in
n is se
around how old, deteriorating
ui in s re remo e

c u

r e

e h e ots o e ui ment
that can work on scrapping aged

ﬁrms hich re o ten custom
se
n
ssesse c se
case, is a key strength of Kyowa
Kikoh, including those related to
the ro in re s o con e or
e ts n utom tion n this
Stainless steel
opens up new markets.
welded products
ur intern tion usiness o
er tion str te is co or tin
ui in s s s com n resi
dent Tetsuo Yamaguchi. “This with our customers. We are oferin our ser ices in thin s such
includes our de-piling machinery
s ssem
to e e ite those
n c sin rot tors hose o
rocesses
recei in e com
is to unplug the pile foundations
th t h e een est ishe or ponents from Japan and making
e rth u e resist nce n ur n them in our Vietnamese factory,
areas are experiencing new types we can increase production efof construction, and with that, ﬁcienc n terms o rice com
etiti eness e c n
we can cater to the
help with that and
new demands of the
assist our clients
industry such as the
in e i erin ro
orin m chine
ucts for the Assohe i e ri
ciation of Southety of products
east Asian Nations
m e
i
e
m r et
to construction Casing rotators

recei in e
components from
Japan and making
them in our Vietnamese
factory, we can increase
ro uction e ﬁcienc
Tetsuo Yamaguchi, President,
Kyowa Kikoh Co., Ltd.
And intercontinental partnershi s h e sust in i it in min
or rene
e ener ies our
focus is to enter into the construction of offshore wind turines n e h e h meetin s
with Dutch and Danish companies out this hi h i hts r
m uchi out the m itious
future ahead.
www.kyowakikoh.co.jp

Asahi Inovex building upon its ‘Auto Gate’
to protect global societies
tili ing its agship product the
Safety products often go unnoticed to the untrained eye but save
lives when they are most needed.
nese ﬁrm s hi no e he s

ur ro ucts re
designed to help
prevent disaster,
assist in alerting
people, and save lives.”
i ihiro oshino,
resi ent s hi no e
s hi ino e co

or

en

uto ate

sahi nove is shifting its focus to contri ute to safety worldwide.

prevent disasters with its construction safety products and
prides itself on adding value to
highly sophisticated projects.
Founded in 1952, the company
has three main pillars: civil engineering and steel structures, architectural steel structures, and
housing equipment. One of the
com n s
shi ro ucts is its
uto te n unm nne non o
er gate that automatically opens
n c oses to re ent oo in he
product is currently in its third
generation and its applicability has
incre se to inc u e t sur ces
ith the uto te te ess ut
ter
o t his en es us to not
only increase the installation base
n e i i it ut so incre se our
c ient s ort o ios e
ins com
pany president Mikihiro Hoshino.
he uto te s stem hich
was awarded the 5th Monozukuri
i on r n
r in
s

uto

or t the m site
ro en e ecti e t oo re en
tion urin the
e rth u e
in
n n s hi no e is ho
ing to provide similar prevention
measures to other countries by

te

uto te ste ess utter
o t
increasing its international presence es eci
in uro e s r
oshino s s
e re oo in or
partnerships to provide the right
solutions for the European market.”

Engineering expertise for today’s sustainability challenges
C has developed its own computer software for water supervisory control
prevention mapping and accurate and rapid calculation on engineering wor s.

e etermine the
most effective method
and time frame of
construction, while
taking into consideration
the lifespan of the
infrastructure.”
o uhi o Suga, President &
Representative Director,
o t
One of Japan’s leading environmental and engineering consult nc ﬁrms ri in
n ineerin
onsu t nts
h s e eo e
its usiness in rious ﬁe s in
cluding water supply, sewerage
works, sanitation and solid waste
tre tment se on its st e e

rience ccumu te o er
e r
period in services related to prefeasibility studies, investigation,
planning, detailed designs, diagnosis, construction supervision
n re e nt or s
is one
o
ns reeminent e erts in
this sust in e en ineerin ﬁe

ter uriﬁc tion nt
on o s n s ietn m
ur ro e s ter consu t nts
is to appropriately handle and
u e com e stu items th t
re uire hi h e e o e ertise
from the standpoint of the local government, and to develop
plans, detailed designs, construction supervision, and asset data
management according to the
municipality’s budget, service

ter rec m tion ci it
Maynilad, the Philippines
level, and project years,” says
o uhi o u
resi ent o
he ﬁrm h s romote com ut
erization of engineering works since
the early days of its establishment,
and has developed its own computer software for water supervisory control, flood prevention,
mapping, and accurate and rapid
c cu tion on en ineerin or s n
oin so it h s e n e its o er
tions overseas, undertaking various
ro ects in si the ciﬁc s n s
the i e st n outh meric
n or er to continue its e nsion
both domestically and internationis he i in estin in its
recruitment and human resources.

ood

s one o on
out
o
en comprehensive water and
wastewater consulting firms
in the whole of Japan, our recruitment capabilities have been
strengthened by our long business e erience o
e rs in
operation, providing a great
working environment and welfare programmes for employees.

ter int e ci it
n
ietn m
e c n re ﬁrm our ootho in
the current market and continue
to recruit and train professional
engineers, the future looks very
bright for our organization.”
oec so ution co

e

rious ﬁ ter me i

nthr cite ﬁ ter me i

ro uction

Chemical pumps

Producing the systems and
filtering media required for a
continuous safe water supply
leading total solutions provider in the field of water treatment oh emy Corporation
creates end to end solutions for companies that focus on new technologies.

n ﬁ tr tion s stem
Founded in 1965, Tokhemy Corporation started life as a supplier
of materials and machine parts
to engineering companies before
moving into the water treatment
industry. According to company
president Kazuhiko Hosotani, the
company’s strength resides in its
ability to provide high-quality
products at affordable prices.
Striking the balance between
durability, functionality and affordability can be tricky, but by
paying attention to both production volume and transport cost,
Tokhemy is more than capable of
ee in its customers s tisﬁe
With six factories already in operation in Japan, the water treatment specialist has enhanced its
procurement chain in Southeast
Asia to lower handling and transportation costs and has recently
established a company in South
Korea to facilitate the procurement of quality sand resources.

Such measures have gone a long
way to reducing the logistical issues faced by other industries in
the Asian region, where lockdown
and rising oil prices have wreaked
havoc on supply chains.
But Tokhemy has another advantage over its competitors,
having moved from sourcing and
supplying components to an integrated system that encompasses
design, manufacture, installation,
maintenance and after sales.
“Our major customers make
time to ﬁn so utions or users
but not to maintain their equipment. Tokhemy can take care of
the whole system, and provide
the systems required for a smallscale water treatment plant,”
says Mr. Hosotani.

Wastewater treatment system
Having shifted its focus to
Super Micro Filtration (SMF)
technology to meet changing
market demands, the company is starting to look beyond
Japanese borders for suitable
business partners. “Tokhemy,”
as Mr. Hosotani says, “cannot
stand alone.”

As well as accepting African
students every year as part of
the Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA) program,
Tokhemy is now focusing its attention on the developing world in
order to increase the water supply
in countries that need it most.

Activity in LDC
“Instead of exporting complete products from Japan,” Mr.
Hosotani says, “we will proceed
with local procurement based
on the idea of ‘local production
for local consumption’”, a move
which could lower costs for developing countries by half. “You
can’t expect to sell a product in
a country which can’t afford it,”
r osot ni ﬁrms
Nothing is more important, it
seems, than pursuing new business in the spirit of cooperation,
and Tokhemy is looking forward
to forging fresh partnerships in
ASEAN as well as African countries. To this end, a six-point plan

“I’m interested
in bringing the
technologies and
know-how we’ve
accumulated over 57
years in Japanese
water treatment to
new markets.”
a uhi o osotani,
President & Representative
Director, Tohkemy Corporation
has been devised to ensure new
markets have access to affordable, safe, and secure water puriﬁc tion e to the enter rise s
Mr. Hosotani is keen to emphasize,
is the i it to ﬁn
oc
rtner
whom the corporation can trust.
Closer to home, meanwhile,
change is afoot within the company itself, with Mr. Hosotani planning to hand over the reins to his
son in 2023. Discussing the future
president’s leading priorities, he
s s n the ﬁrst inst nce it is important to solidify our foundation
in the domestic market. Second,
I would like to expand Tokhemy’s
business style overseas and establish a joint venture company in at
least three other countries.”

Training acceptance of foreign
trainees
Also on the agenda: a commitment to using clean energy
sources as an alternative to fossil fuels, thus fostering the shift
towards carbon neutrality.

www.tohkemy.co.jp/english

A company engaged in the development and production of oil and natural gas, JX
Nippon Oil & Gas Exploration is opening up new avenues with its environmentallyfriendly business centered on carbon capture, utilization and storage.
Created in a 2010 merger between Nippon Oil Corporation
and Nippon Mining Holdings,
Inc., JX Nippon Oil & Gas Exploration (NOEX) specializes
in the development and production of oil and natural gas,
currently operating more than
30 projects in nine countries
worldwide. The Tokyo-based
company, which has offices in
Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
the U.S. and Vietnam, is part of
ENEOS Group, Japan’s largest
energy, resources and materials
conglomerate.
“Our main area of operations
is Southeast Asia – chiefly Vietnam, Malaysia and Indonesia –
as well as Papua New Guinea,”

“There’s a strong need
to reduce the carbon
intensity of fossil fuel
power generation – and
CCS/CCUS technology
is one of the major
ways in which this can
be achieved.”
Petra Nova CCUS Project in Texas, U.S.A.

says NOEX president, Toshiya
Nakahara. NOEX’s two core
production sites are the Block
15-2 project in Vietnam, initially
set up by company predecessor
Mitsubishi Oil in 1992, and the
Block SK10 project in Malaysia,
established by Nippon Oil Exploration in 1987 and carried out in
partnership with Petronas, the
Malaysian state-owned oil and
gas enterprise.
“At NOEX, we advocate a twopronged approach focusing on
oil and natural gas development
and production as our ‘fundamental business’,” Mr. Nakahara
says, “and as another prong,
an environmentally-friendly
business centered on carbon
capture, utilization and storage
(CCUS). We position this as
a ‘growth business’, and have
for many years spearheaded
progressive measures to reduce
CO 2 emissions.”

Having successfully implemented an initial CCUS project
in Vietnam in 2011, NOEX expanded its efforts three years
later. It partnered with NRG
Energy, a major U.S. electricity
producer, to capture CO2 given
off by a coal-fired power station in Texas, before injecting
it into a nearby oil field. Known

as Petra Nova, the project features the world’s largest postcombustion carbon capture
facility at a power plant. “The
system allows us to increase the
oil field’s daily production by a
considerable amount and also
reduce the amount of CO2 emitted into the air,” Mr. Nakahara
says. “There’s a strong need to
reduce the carbon intensity of
fossil fuel power generation –
and CCS/CCUS technology is
one of the major ways in which
this can be achieved.”

Toshiya Nakahara,
President,
JX Nippon Oil & Gas
Exploration Corporation
mental impact, and demand is
expected to grow,” Mr. Nakahara
explains. However, he stresses
that oil production must continue: “By 2050, oil demand
should be reduced by half, but

As it looks to expand its use
of CCS/CCUS technology, NOEX
has launched joint study projects with partners in Australia,
Indonesia and Malaysia, and
with Japan targeting carbon
neutrality by 2050, the firm is
also planning domestic carbon
capture initiatives. “There are no
major oil fields around Japan,”
Mr. Nakahara says. “However,
we know we can accumulate and
store CO2 in the seabed around
Japan. By 2030, we’d like to
realize the storage of CO2 underwater, and by 2050, we’d like
to expand this business further.
The government’s message is we
have to make the utmost effort
to achieve carbon neutrality. We
have to strive to achieve that.”
When it comes to the company’s core business, NOEX’s focus
is increasingly on natural gas.
“It has a relatively low environ-

demand for oil as a feedstock
for the chemical industry and
other uses will remain. With
regards to fuel sources, alternative energy sources are being explored, but I think the oil
industry should be responsible
for continuing to produce oil as
a material for those industries
and as a fuel in areas where it
cannot be replaced.”

www.nex.jx-group.co.jp/english

Spreading renewable energy solutions with the advantage
of deep financial nowledge and e pertise
enewa le apan provides end to end services for renewa le energy development from
management, and O&M, which is a unique business model in Japan.

Socovos power plant in Spain
It is not often that a success
story begins with a disaster, but
in the case of Renewable Japan,
that is exactly what happened.
Founded the year after the devastating 2011 earthquake and
subsequent tsunami which led
to the Fukushima nuclear disaster, the company is growing at
home as well as internationally,
and the man responsible for this
tells its story.
“I wanted to spread renewable energy by leveraging the
expertise I had cultivated
through my long experience in
the financial industry,” explains
Katsuhito Manabe, President of
Renewable Japan, who goes on
to provide more details of how
he got to where he is today.
“My background is in investment banking. I joined Lehman
Brothers in Tokyo as a new
graduate and have been engaged in the investment banking business for a total of 18
years, becoming the founder
of the securitization business
in Lehman Tokyo.
“The day after the tsunami
hit Fukushima,” Mr. Manabe recalls, “I received an email from
my U.S. business partner, with
an offer to provide solar-powered water purifiers to those
affected by the earthquakes in
both Fukushima and Tohoku. I
accepted and drove to the locations myself to deliver them.
“It was so shocking to actually see the damage with my
own eyes. The entire city had
been destroyed and I wanted to
do something for them. I believe
most people, especially Japanese people, felt the same way.
“Ever since the nuclear power
plant meltdown, a great number
of people have been pushing for
more renewable energy, such as

“We will continue to
accelerate our efforts to
ﬁn n c uire ro ects
overseas by leveraging
the knowledge and
expertise we have
accumulated.”
Katsuhito Manabe,
President,
Renewable Japan Co., Ltd.

Solar power plants and hydro power plant in Japan
“Successful companies do
solar and wind power. I wanted
to do something to help in this everything from land develeffort, but I needed funds. As opment to obtaining permits,
most of the wealthy institutions EPC and equity investment,”
were in the financial industry, he continues. “And how the
I thought I could bring money financial background contribfrom there into the renewable utes is through the approach
energy industry through secu- to financing so as to create
ritization. Using my experience the highest equity return. In
and expertise, I believed I could addition, they conduct O&M,
make this happen and contribute making them more cost comto the reconstruction of Tohoku.” petitive and generating higher
With a company name chosen returns. They implement finanwith a clear and unambiguous cial engineering and do asset
purpose, Renewable Japan’s management in-house. What
business provides end-to-end all global developers have in
services for renewable energy common is that they are strong
development, from EPC to fi- in finance.”
Despite only a decade of
nancing, asset management,
and O&M (operations and main- ex i ste n c e , m u c h h a s b e e n
tenance). This is a unique model achieved already, including the
in the Japanese renewable en- acquisition of a solar power
ergy market and something plant in Spain.
“Renewable Japan has been
that has aided the company’s
growth and international reach. in business for 10 years and in
“When we started our busi- that time has developed or acness, we picked up some suc- quired 185 renewable energy
cessful overseas developers power plants with a total cain the United States, Europe pacity of 887 MW so far,” says
and in other countries,” says the president proudly. “In adMr. Manabe. “We then tried to dition, the company has been
entrusted with 238 O&M projimitate their business models.

C to financing asset

Socovos power plant wide view
ects totaling 1,140 MW, and
has an overwhelming number
one share, at approximately
33%, of the Japanese project
bond market. This provides it
with a significant presence in
the Japanese renewable energy market.
“In order to expand the business, not only in Japan but also
overseas, Renewable Japan
has created a branch in Spain,
where we have already hired
six Spanish employees, something that is rather rare for
a Japanese company. As our
first major overseas project,
we acquired the Socovos power
plant (21.6 MW) in Spain in
September 2022.”
Although there are issues related to the grid, financing, permitting and off takers, with the
Japanese government targeting carbon neutrality by 2050,
Mr. Manabe believes the market
potential to be huge, and his
ambitions to grow further for
the benefit of many is clear. This
belief also applies to his positive outlook when considering
what lies ahead and what his
company is striving for.
“Going forward, we will continue to accelerate our efforts
to find and acquire projects
abroad by leveraging the knowledge and expertise we have
accumulated as a renewable
energy company and through
our local subsidiaries across our
local network,” he says. “Three
years from now, I hope I can tell
you that I was right in believing
in renewable energy in Japan,
and that we will have further
solutions for the challenges being faced in the industry.”
www.rn-j.com/en

Creating green hydrogen through international cooperation
With sights set on its 100th anniversary in 2035, MKK looks to provide the means for clean energy based on hydrogen.
HyGeia is a compact and highly
e ﬁcient h ro en ener tor use
in a wide range of industries. Not
stopping there, MKK’s R&D team
is also working on using its HyGeia technology to generate green
hydrogen from biogas derived
from wastewater sludge. “This is
a model that can contribute to the
e ector ctor
expansion of green hydrogen and
Founded in 1935, MKK has is also a model of local producgrown into a company that pro- tion for local consumption,” says
vides comprehensive engineering president Toshikazu Tanaka.
solutions, including the design of
ei isn t
s ﬁrst cut
mechanical equipment for chemiting-edge product, in
cal plants, and air pollution and
fact the company’s
wastewater treatment systems
SJ-H Series of oil
for environmental remediation
uriﬁers or m rine
plants. The company’s growth
use holds a third of
has been driven in recent years
the global market
share, and Mr.
ocus on the ﬁe
Tanaka hopes
of environmental
green hydrogen
sustainability, which
produced from the
is best shown by its
aforementioned wasteHyGeia compact hydrowater sludge biogas
gen generator.
itsu ishi se ector can have a similar imResponding to the
SJ-H series:
pact both on markets
need for hydrogenitsu ishi oi uriﬁer and on the planet.
based clean energy, the
these eco-friendly solutions is
Japan’s MKK.

“By 2050, we aim to
become a corporate
group that contributes
to the resolution of
ﬁ e soci issues
2
re uction reuse n
climate change, resource
recycling, water and
food, natural disasters,
and labor shortages.”
Toshikazu Tanaka, President,
Mitsubishi Kakoki Kaisha, Ltd.
The green revolution requires
innovative technology developed with sustainability in
mind from start to finish. One
of the companies providing

MKK wants to spread the
positive impact of harnessing
green energy beyond its domestic shores and is focusing its international efforts on Southeast
Asia, where it is already present
in China (Shanghai), Thailand,
Taiwan, Indonesia and Malaysia.

HyGeia-A: small-scale on-site
hydrogen generator
“We are looking for partners
who are interested in similar
fields to us, such as clean energy
and waste treatment, and with
whom we can collaborate,” says
Mr. Tanaka. “We are confident
that these partnerships will be
a driving force for achieving a
carbon neutral society.”
o i co

en ish

Denzai Holdings: Driving a sustainable future together
Since its foundation in 1972 as one of Japan’s leading heavy haulage companies, Denzai
has now become a comprehensive platform provider for wind power plants.
A good example of this is
The move towards renewable
energy is undeniably gathering Denzai’s recent work on an
pace, but the practicalities of onshore wind power generaharnessing the power of nature tion plant in Japan’s Aomori
represent a challenge as well as prefecture, where the height
an opportunity. The sight of wind of the site was too much for
turbines has become increasingly any crane. The company’s innormal for many of us, but the novative solution was to raise
construction and deployment of the ground level of the site on
these huge structures requires an egg-shaped steel stand. As
company president Masato
expert knowledge.
Japanese crane specialist Den- Uemura says: “We succeeded
zai Holdings is one of the com- where many others would fail.”
Denzai’s work
panies enabling the
is not limited to
green revolution
erecting wind
through its experfarms, with its
tise in transporting
Data Care sysand mounting wind
tem providing an
farms. For 50 years
all-in-one wind
the company has
power monitoring
understood the imsystem. Developed
portance of adding
Masato Uemura,
in South Korea, the
value to its primary
President,
system provides
business of heavy
Denzai Holdings Inc.
data on temperalifting cranes, providture, vibration leving specialized soluels and noise to entions for each client’s
en i com en
sure windmills are
s eciﬁc nee s

continually working optimally
and to minimize costs. Mr. Uemura explains: “If a manufacturing company constructs a wind
turbine, and there is no wind,
the roﬁt i it o th t ro ect is
zero. We can also preempt issues
with this data and prepare any
prospective parts for repairs.”
The company has recently
completed several domestic
and international M&As as it
expands its presence in Korea,
Vietnam, Taiwan and India,
among others. Indeed, Denzai
was the first Japanese company to do offshore wind farm
construction in Taiwan and has
its sights set on more offshore
installation in Vietnam. Through
its spirit of early adoption of
new types of machinery and
constant pursuit of new fields to
work in, Denzai Holdings hopes
to continue this trend of expansion through M&As as the world
continues its shift towards renewable energy.

Tower transportation

Nacelle transportation

Blade lifting

Powering the future of EVs
As a company that supplies electric power apparatus and GX (green transformation)
solutions, Takaoka Toko is now looking to utilize its unique technologies to realize
an EV society by providing easily accessible quick chargers for EVs.

“Compared to other
competitors, the quality
of our quick-charger
technology is top-notch.”
Takashi Ichinose,
President,
Takaoka Toko Co., Ltd.
The Takaoka Toko Group has continually supported a stable supply
n e ﬁcient use o e ectric o er
energy for more than 100 years,
providing various products and
s stems – inc u in o er su
station and distribution facilities,
monitoring and control systems,
and metering equipment – to the
e ectric o er uti ities u ic in
frastructure, and general industry.

“We have made cutting-edge
efforts to respond to increasingly
so histic te n i erse o er
utilization needs, such as quick
chargers for electric vehicles
(EVs), and energy management
systems,” says Takashi Ichinose,
President of Takaoka Toko. “Electric o er ener is s i to e
the infrastructure that supports
social infrastructure, and from that
perspective, our group takes pride
in true infrastructure companies
su ortin the e ectric o er
istri ution net or n use o
e ectric o er itse
The global energy market is currently undergoing a momentous
tr nsition to r s ec r oni tion
amid rapid climate change. In line
ith the
ris reement st

year Japan declared its commitment to reaching carbon neutrality
ith the im o
reduction in CO2 emissions, relative
to ﬁsc
e es
“There is likely to be further acceleration of efforts to achieve decarbonization, through such means
as broader mass adoption of solar, EV quick charger
in n other rene
e ener
he rou is so no in est
u e e o u ri tion o
s
n ro ress ith ener stor e ing heavily in its next-generation
batteries and hydrogen technology,” distribution service. In addition to
explains Mr. Ichinose.
the model of conventional
In the EV charge ectric o er su
ing infrastructure
that is based on high
ﬁe
o
o o
o t e o er tr ns
is a major player
mission lines, Takaoka
in Japan, holding a
Toko aims to utilize and
m r et sh re
combine different enerfor quick chargers in
gy sources such as solar,
the country. “We dein or other rene
e
i ere the ﬁrst uic
energy sources, and is
chargers for public
see in out ne mo e s
and corporate use in
o e ectric
o er su
o
so e
hich ser e s ter
entered the market
native systems to larger
at an early stage. That
o er ri s in c se o
is the re son h e
natural disasters.
ere e to e one o
Efforts to achieve disasthe ioneers in this ﬁe
ter resilience through this
Quick charger microgrid technology is in
ithin
n om re
ine ith the enh nce e orts o
to other competitors, the quality
of our quick charger technology is local communities and companies
in Japan against the increasing
top-notch,” says Mr. Ichinose.
To expand its market share, severity of recent natural disasters.
the com n is no ocusin on
enhancing its product line to cater for different charging needs,
h n in the hi her
tt e o
e ices rom
i o tts to
i o tts hese c n ﬁ ener
s u in minutes ut the com
n
so cre te
i o tt
o er to s s stem
reasonably priced middle-speed
micro ri is ne
in o
uic ch r er th t c n ﬁ
s
o er ri s stem use th t
u in to hours re e sin it s
serves as protection against
ne
ro uct this
o
Toko can also respond to market natural disasters, expanding the
e ener
demands such as accelerated EV intro uction o rene
charging stations for business use at the core in the model of local
and charging stations for light ve- production and consumption,”
hicles. The entire array of Takaoka explains Mr. Ichinose. “I think
e
Toko’s products can cover the full m imi in the use o rene
spectrum of needs for EV charg- energy on the base of each region
ing and it continues to enhance contributes to carbon neutrality
n
e ie e th t e re oin
convenience through its one-stop
service ranging from installation to see a steady rise in these mito maintenance and the implemen- crogrids around Japan. Our group
sees these environmental changes
tation of the cloud system.

Middle-speed charger
as a tremendous business opportunit n
e h e ormu te
n nnounce our
to indicate the targeted shape of
the group for the next ten years.”

ins ection
system
By further deepening, evolving,
and integrating the technologies,
the group is advancing and aimin to e e o si ne usinesses
such as EV infrastructure, next
generation distribution, and global
alliance, in addition to the core business o er e ui ment
“We are going to accelerate ambidextrous management through
re o ution – reﬁnement n re
structuring of our existing core
usinesses – ith our ri ht h n
and “development” – pioneering
ne re s cre tin ne usinesses
and markets, and value of supply –
ith our e t h n s n inte r te
ener
usiness ro i er e i
strive to enhance our corporate
ue hi e contri utin to the re
alization of a sustainable society.”

t t co

